BraunAbility applies our extensive personal mobility product experience to the Commercial market with the Commercial Side-Entry conversion. If you want a wheelchair accessible vehicle that’s functional, practical, safe, and reliable, while retaining its style, comfort, and convenience, this is the right vehicle for your fleet.

Safety has always been a top priority at BraunAbility. The Dodge Commercial Side-Entry conversion has been crash tested and certified to meet or exceed all applicable requirements of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS).

**Manual Door**
The Commercial Side-Entry conversion features an ADA compliant manual driver and passenger sliding door with 56-1/4” vertical opening.

**Manual Ramp**
The 30” wide aluminum foldout ramp makes it easy to load and unload wheelchair users. The ramp swing-out feature allows for easy ambulatory access to the vehicle.
**Standard Features**

- FTA Buy America Compliant
- ADA, FMVSS and CMVSS Compliant
- Meets/exceeds Altoona test requirements
- CARB approved
- 6-passenger vehicle (with optional aftermarket 2nd row 2-passenger folding bench seat)
- Lowered floor from firewall to rear axle
- 61" floor-to-ceiling at center of van*
- Manual swing ramp providing 30" usable width
- Multiple wheelchair securement locations
- One belt system for wheelchair securement
- Manual driver and passenger side sliding door providing 56-1/4” vertical opening (ADA compliant), passenger door provides 31-1/2” in width
- Step-and-Roll front seats
- 3-passenger bench seat at rear with folding footrest
- Front passenger floor tracks for wheelchair securement, with 60" floor-to-ceiling height
- Stylized lower body panels with integrated steps
- Vinyl flooring with 3/8" marine grade plywood underlayment
- ADA-compliant interlock
- ADA-compliant ramp and door entrance lighting
- Priority seat decal
- Wheelchair securement location decals
- Auxiliary wiring harnesses include fused circuits
- Emergency rear hatch release
- Easy maintenance interior trim package
- 20 gallon OEM fuel tank

**Options**

- Aftermarket 2nd row 2-passenger folding bench seat
- DOT kit
- Additional set of tie-down straps

---

Due to manufacturing tolerances both with the OEM vehicle and the conversion components, all dimensions may vary slightly from those shown.

* Deduct 3" off of Interior Height for Applications with Overhead DVD/Rear Heat & AC/Rail System

---

Framed in red and white, the brochure highlights the features and options available for the Commercial Side-Entry Dodge. The text is clearly organized, making it easy to read and understand the specifications and options. The focus is on providing detailed information about the vehicle’s standard features, ensuring compliance with various regulations, and offering a variety of options for customization.